Newsletter - May 2018

Welcome to WAWCAS spring Newsletter
The trees and flowers are blooming with wonderful colours – it is great to sense and look at - full of energy. The sun is
supporting them with heat and the rain with water. So are the women in WAWCAS blooming. Colourful and fantastic
to be together with and to experience - grounded in their group and nourished by the determined and strong trainers in
WAWCAS.
The trainers too need to be nourished… this time they got their nourishment through involvement and input given by
Frederikke and Mads - two volunteers who, with each their competences, knowledge and time, have contributed to the
development of quality in the WAWCAS data, eateries and homestays in Nepal.
In this newsletter, they both tell about their involvement and learnings - and so do the trainers.
This is a very good example of how much determined involvement and honest interest in the local situation, combined with
high professionalism and a shared interest in WAWCAS, can move the WAWCAS Program forward, strengthening it all the
time.
On behalf of the whole WAWCAS team I thank you for your valuable contributions!
I have just returned from a stay in Nepal. I stayed at one of the WAWCAS women’s homestays in Rainas, a fantastic village
in very beautiful surroundings, and I was amazed about how good the homestays are – you can read more about that in the
newsletter, where I write about my trip.
I have planned a mountain bike tour to this village from Kathmandu with Ox, a local bike tour company owner. This will be a
great tour open for tourists from this autumn…. we will test it in September.
Among others things, we worked with the WAWCAS four years plan July 2018-June 2020. This plan and the budget are to be
finally agreed at the coming board meeting in May. The brief summary is… we continue the success with WAWCAS with 750
new women a year, and we add several new parts to the development and quality of the program and the organisation.
On behalf of the WAWCAS team we wish you all a fantastic summer….
Nina,
Program Director, WAWCAS
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1. Volunteer work in WAWCAS: Giving advice to WAWCAS-run eateries and
homestays
By: Mads Schriver

In February, I visited Nepal for three weeks. During my stay I experienced and worked with parts of the
WAWCAS programme. My job was to give advice to small eateries in Kathmandu and newly established
homestays in Lamjung. I am educated chef, and by profession I am an entrepreneur/ owner of a
restaurant.
The first part of the trip took place in Kathmandu. Here I visited a number of minor “eateries”/ restaurants
- all established and run by WAWCAS-women. An eatery like this typically consisted of a minor one room
kitchen based on 2-4 gas burners (or Methane burners), a refrigerator, a big flat stone mortar (to grind
curries, paste, garlic, ginger etc.) and a considerable babel tower of various pots made of nickel, momo
steam towers, mini pans, frying pots coloured by the heat and various plates etc. Some of the places were
equipped with a sink – most of them had their water supply from a water tap in the back yard. In the
eating area there were 1-4 tables for about 6-20 eating guests. Most of the eateries had a small display
showing the selection of dishes in bowls with rice, chow minh, bean curries, fried chicken feet, gizzard,
phutan made of the guts of a buffalo and spicy sukuti. The famous momo dumplings were steamed a
la minute on demand. Coca Cola, water, tea, beer and a light alcoholic lunch drink made of extracts of
fermented millet called Dumba could be served to the dishes. The drinks were also placed in the display.
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If you are not scared by the many strange names (and have a solid intestinal flora), there are lots of very
local eating experiences when you visit these proud entrepreneurs. My advice to them was primarily to
develop a better understanding of a reasonable purchase, variation of the products and presentation, and
not least at better understanding of common hygiene in the kitchen. In all the eateries that I visited they
were very careful keeping order in the kitchen and for instance cleaning the surfaces, but they have no
real knowledge about the difference of the hygiene twisting a dish cloth in cold water after use and to
boil it on a daily basis, so here I could contribute with advice about god and regular procedures, that the
daily Nepalese life allows. A thing that I could not at all contribute with was advice about the food.
I asked ALL the women, that I visited, why they thought that the customers would come to exactly their
eatery, and they all answered promptly and without a doubt in their voice “because my food is the best!”.

The next part of the trip took place in the Lamjung region, or more specifically in Rainaskot, where
several of the WAWCAS-women have entered unfamiliar territory with regards to profession – they run
homestays, which is a kind of bed and breakfast in their private home. Rainaskot is situated about a
three hours beautiful walk from Bhotewodar (a minor town on the way from Kathmandu to the more
touristic Besisahar) up and up through small villages, green slopes and roaring rivers. The walk ends
in a 45 minutes’ of almost vertical rise of a jumble of old stairs made of stone. It is not Everest base
camp. However, the area is totally unspoiled by foreign tourists. Rainaskot is already a destination for a
considerable number of local visitors. On the mountain, which is situated above the village, there is a very
famous and holy temple (here you can enjoy yoga in the morning with a view that would have Kellogg’s
All Bran choke in Kellogg’s All Bran), and you can experience ruins from a large fortress spread over the
crest of the mountain. There is also a soccer field. Today the town is a kind of ceremonial centre of the
area, so it is not uncommon experiencing this all year round.
There are eight homestays in the village that have gathered to a centrally administrated social
corporation, so that all quests of the village will be distributed equally and fair among the homestays, and
all homestays have the same conditions and prices. It is a great inspiration to see the women, who are
practically not owning anything, being tough and insisting that all the visitors coming to the village are
being shared fairly and equally among their even poorer neighbours and citizens. Within the near future,
Rainaskot’s homestays are on world wide web with their own homepage where you can order stays
and trekkings in the area, and you can find links for paragliding etc. Together with a Danish contact, the
WAWCAS-office in Bhotewodar is handling the English communication with the happy globetrotters who
want to experience a piece of the untouched Nepal in the valleys of Lamjung.

2. Volunteer work in WAWCAS: Analysing data from WAWCAS’ data system
By: Frederikke Thorning

During February I was volunteering in WAWCAS International in Nepal.
In total I spent two weeks in Kathmandu where I worked closely with Sirish, who is the analyst
responsible for the data system, to develop the analysis from the data and how to present it in the annual
report.
I also spent another two weeks in the Lamjung area, where I joined the local trainers on their visits in the
field, to collect information and updates from the women about their situations.
It was one of the most inspiring months I have ever spent, and from the first steep mountain-trip on the
back of a motorbike, WAWCAS, Nepal and all the women I met now have a special place in my heart. It
was truly inspiring to work with such challenged, but still dedicated, envisioned and empowered people,
and to get the chance to try to understand the women’s situations and their everyday life - which is very
different from my own Danish study-reading-based existence.
Visiting the women’s houses, seeing their businesses and listening to their stories made a big impression
on me - but then afterwards being able to actually do something with this information made the
experience even better.
Besides bringing all the emotions and experiences with me back to Denmark, I also got the chance to
work with an awesome team. I learned a lot from them and the knowledge and information that the
programme gives us about development in rural areas of Nepal are in my opinion crucial for social
entrepreneurship in these fields. This was definitely not my last experience with Nepal or WAWCAS.

3. Anu and Rammaya: Working with Frederikke changed our view on how it
would be to work with volunteers
By Anu Shrestha & Rammaya Ranamager

We were told by Sangeeta and Sirish that a Danish volunteer named Frederikke would come to help us
with the WAWCAS data. We thought that she would just do her own things and not involve our work, but
once Frederikke joined us, we changed our opinion about volunteers.
Frederikke joined the Lamjung team as a volunteer to help collect and update data.
She came up with very innovative suggestions and ideas about how to collect data and how to upload
them easily and on time. We thought that volunteers would only do the given tasks, but she changed our
understanding, and she worked very hard in the field and in the offIce as well. She gave us new ideas on
how to bring verified data from the field, and she gave us new directions how to make data more valid.
Her enormous help and cooperation with the Lamjung team made working with her very memorable,
creating a cheerful and very productive environment. Frederikke’s ideas were very good and impressive.
We hope to get ideas from her in the future as well. She encouraged us to collect and upload the data on
time, which is a change in all the women’s lives.
We are thankful to Frederikke for helping us so much with the data. She visited rural areas and was easily
adopted by all the women, and this is her strength. We in the Lamjung team are very grateful to her and
wish her the best of luck in the future.
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4. Hoping for a bright future of Rainas Homestays
By: Rojmon Chaudhary
Six WAWCAS women from Rainas, Lamjung have started homestays as their business.
Mads Schriver, a volunteer from Denmark, visited the homestays to professionalize their businesses and to
make the homestays attractive to both national and international tourists.
One of the things Mads did was to participate in a group meeting.
At the meeting Mads talked to the women about the problems that the women had experienced up until
now. They also discussed how they could turn the Rainas Homestays into a good business. Mads visited
and observed every homestay; he looked at the kitchens, the bedrooms, bathrooms etc., and he gave the
women feedback right away and suggestions on how to make the homestays even better.
Mads wants to support these women - also in the future - to make their businesses better. Therefore, he
committed himself to make a website for the Rainas Homestays, and he will be the international contact
person for the homestays.
Mads explored some of the beautiful trekking routes around Rainas, and they will be visible on the
webpage to inspire tourists to visit and enjoy the walks.
All of the WAWCAS women were so excited about Mads’ visit and they were very hopeful for his future
support.
I, Rojmon, am happy to be the local contact person for the tourists, and I am looking forward to be
working together with Mads.
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5. Working with volunteers: A change of paradigm
By: Sangeeta Shrestha & Sirish Shrestha
The whole idea of having volunteers in an organization is that both the organization and the volunteers
learn from the work. Our goal has always been that the outcome of the work is beneficial for both parts.
However, the experience we have had in the past has been a little different. We have spent a lot of time
preparing and planning for the volunteers - not only in Kathmandu.
We also have discussions with our team in Lamjung to plan who will be working with the volunteers. This
basically means that we are all involved. There are certain objectives that we expect to be fulfilled, and
when this is not happening, it is definitely frustrating. Therefore, we are not particularly happy about the
idea of having volunteers in WAWCAS, SLISHA.
When we were asked if Frederikke Thorning and Mads Schriver could work as volunteers with the data
system and with the eateries in WAWCAS, we considered carefully if this could actually be beneficial to
the women and the team. This time we decided to agree.
Frederikke arrived in Nepal, and immediately we started the process of the data system. We went through
the WAWCAS data system with regards to its features and functionality. Already at that time, we felt that
this time it would be a totally different experience. The way Frederikke captured and synced into the
system was quite impressive. In just one day she was totally acquainted with the system, and she helped
our team in Kathmandu with entering the data.
We then went to Lamjung where most of our WAWCAS team operates. Frederikke joined the team and in
no time, she was updated on what was left for each of them. Not only did Frederikke help them to get
the data in the system, she also joined them in the field to collect the data. We must say that Frederikke is
very sharp - we did not expect a new person to get into the details as much and as quickly as she did.
After her two weeks’ stay in Lamjung, the work continued in Kathmandu; this time with improvement
of the system. We had quite an intense and interesting time together and came up with some amazing
features that could be added to the system, which could broaden the scope of the system even more.

Now we are incorporating the features, and we are quite lucky that Midas, the company developing the
data system, agreed to do it for free, even though we had closed the project. As we went on with the
work, we seriously felt that it would have been much more effective, if Frederikke had been here back in
August 2017, when we were finalizing the system back then.
However, it is still not too late, and we are now working on getting the features in the system.
While Frederikke was working with the data system, Mads Schriver was helping improving the small
eateries in Kathmandu. Mads is very experienced in the restaurant sector, and he pointed out many things
which could help our members keeping their eateries clean and how to grow their businesses. We also
went to Lamjung where Mads visited the homestays run by our members. Mads also had suggestions
for improvements here. The best thing he came up with was the plan to advertise for the homestays in
the Lonely Planet. The homestays would then be visible not only to national tourists, but to the whole
world. He even went for a day’s trekking and made a trekking route. That was amazing. Once this is
implemented, it will definitely improve their business.
We must confess that it was a total change of paradigm for us to work with volunteers this time, and this
would not have been possible without their effort. We, the women and our team, owe a big thanks to
both of them.

6. Experiencing the authentic Nepal – Homestaying in Rainas
By: Eva Louise Hauge
In April I went to Nepal with my husband, Anders, and my five-year-old son, Abel. We run our own Danish
textile company, and we had been working in India for about two months when we came to Nepal.
We were not used to meet many tourists in India, so we were quite surprised about the crowd of people
in Kathmandu, and therefore we started to look for a different way of experiencing Nepal - away from
pizza restaurants, nightclubs and souvenir shops... hopefully in the middle of nature instead - and we
surely got that experience.
Nina and Sangeeta from WAWCAS recommended us to visit a WAWCAS homestay in the mountains, and
we agreed to that offer right away.

A four-wheel drive took us to Rainas, a very small village in the mountains overlooking Lamjung. Vi stayed
in a very fine and small guesthouse with a view to the Annapurna mountains – these mountains are over
8,000 meters high.
In the guesthouse we were greeted with the cleanest linens and the best quilts that we had experienced

until now on our trip in Asia. The house was simple and without luxury, but very nice and clean. The
toilet was classical Asian style; i.e. a hole in the ground, but again clean and fragrant.
Our hosts greeted us with blessings from the family’s grandma. She lived with her three children two daughters and one son - who were all in their forties and without children - at least as far as we
understood – maybe it is not correct, but you see there was not much verbal communication, as our hosts
hardly spoke any English. But it also appeared to be quite unnecessary for us to communicate verbally,
since we had bought a Nepalese schoolbook for our son we could use to make ourselves understandable,
and we used gestures a lot.
The food served for us was fantastic - although it was pretty much the same dish for each meal - it
was always very well cooked, authentic and local: vegetables from their own garden, rice, lots of spices,
homemade honey, rice wine, boiled rainwater, homemade bread similar to a doughnut, and a chicken
-which was probably slaughtered in our honor.
We stayed there for three days and went on many beautiful walks with the wildest 360-degree views on
the top of the mountain above the homestay. We woke up at 06.00 in the morning and walked to the top
of the mountain with our son on our backs. We walked in the morning because later during the day, it
would get very cloudy, and the view would simply disappear in the mist. But early in the morning it was
the most beautiful view.
Our son thought that it was very funny to play with the goats and the hens. But the most amazing
experience was the last night when a gigantic thunder cut off the electricity. We could hear the women
cooking in the main building, but they were without light. Abel invited himself into the kitchen because
he wanted to provide the women with light from his head light while they were cooking. We were invited
into the simple kitchen, and it was a very beautiful experience observing how they cooked over open fire
sitting on the floor. Abel gave light with his head light and learned how to make the doughnut-ish bread.
We drank rice wine and laughed until late in the evening.
The next day we told them goodbye with tears in our eyes, and Abel hugged his new Nepalese Grandma.

7. Nina’s trip to Nepal
By: Nina Schriver
I have just returned from Nepal from another intense and very educational time together with the
women and the whole team.
I love it. It is my second home. I returned to Denmark full of energy to continue the work with WAWCAS.
I was touched by the women’s life stories and seeing how they succeed moving from dreaming of another
life to actions and fulfilment of their dreams.
We finalized WAWCAS’ four years plan for July 2018–June 2020. It was a great process with many
important discussions of priorities and which parts are important to develop in the coming four years.
750 new women a year is still our target. It is the number of women we can handle with the size of
organisation we have now still keeping the high rate of success rate that we have, and this is important to
us.
WAWCAS, of course, primarily works with the woman, but the trainers also work with the whole family
to strengthen the relations in the family and the acceptance of the woman in the family being in a
process changing her life. It can take many home visits and tough discussions with the husbands and inlaws.
Including the women’s families and children it is about 5,250 new persons that we are in contact with in a
year, and whose lives are changed, and it is a lot.
We are looking forward to the coming four years to grow the number of women in the WAWCAS program
from 3,200 in June 2018 to 6,200 in June 2022, to support them to change their lives and continuously to
develop the WAWCAS program.
We have agreed to work with a local youth NgO in Lamjung. They are all students at the local School of
Agriculture, and they support the local farmers to increase their farming businesses. They will take care of
specialized training of the women and training of our technical assistants in farming.

Based on their training and our own knowledge we have planned to develop cartoons where we show
how to build a goat or chicken farm and how to grow tomatoes etc. It will be shown in drawings and
written in English and Nepali, so that all get the same information.
We will develop special training in business development in general to increase the women’s and the
trainers’ ability to grow a business even more, starting the coming year with eateries and homestays - first
for the trainers, and then for the women.
We planned how we will be working with the analysis and presentation of WAWCAS data. Examples on
that will be presented in the next Newsletter.
During my stay, Henriette, a Danish design student, worked with WAWCAS craft women and our craft
project leader Urmila. She worked with “development through design” for four weeks, and the workshops
and her learnings will be a part of her bachelor theses. Henriette had chosen “sustainability” as the main
focus for the products and the material. She was very good involving the women in the design process to
meet their skills and to merge with her inputs.
She went on the market with Urmila and found great yarn – especially the yarn made from old saries was
really beautiful and new to the women too. They found fantastic organic cotton as well to make bags
from.

The workshops with the women brought forward many discussions about who liked which products, and
who the customers will be. Women like us? Tourists? Or? And how to get in touch with the customers.
At one of my favourite cafés in Kathmandu I saw that they displayed hand made things from Nepal.
I asked if they would like to see what the women in WAWCAS make, and the owner agreed. Urmila,
Henriette and I went for the meeting with a variety of the nice things made by the women. The owner
liked the items, and she agreed to sell the items in her shop.
We also got a GO for having a stall at a local market, where many expats come.
Urmila and Henriette have prepared a small book about WAWCAS and the craft products. A pricelist has
been made, and the next step is to get the items to the café and to the stall at the market. Urmila will go
there together with some of the women to sell the products.
We are very eager to see how the sale will go.

In Lamjung many of the women live quite far away from where we have our office. WAWCAS trainer Alija
has to walk 2,5 hours to Bharate Bigraha twice a week. We joined her to visit the groups. It was a fantastic
beautiful nature. We went by four-wheel-drive, but the driver did not dare to go all the way down to the
villages, so we walked.
On the way we met one of the groups that was finished six months ago. They were so eager to share
how they are doing now and how they work together. It is always so inspiring to meet the ”old” groups,
because it gives a good impression about the long term impact.

We planned our next big women event like the one we had in Lamjung. We invite all WAWCAS women in
Kathmandu, which is around 800 women, for one day’s workshop. It will be on September 1 or 2…If you
are around, please let us know… you are so welcome to join. I am sure it will be a fantastic day.
We also visited the new area, where we start as soon as we get the formal permission, Kokana. It was
very hit by the earthquake, and the women we met really need support from WAWCAS. A local female
politician helps us to get in contact with the women, that are the real target group, and she is very
supportive getting the women together. It is a great support for WAWCAS and a very solid way of working
in the community with the local people.
The monsoon season is starting soon in Nepal. It is a tough time for all to navigate in the water floating in
the streets and destroying the dirt roads in Lamjung making access to the villages even more difficult. But
the WAWCAS team keeps up the spirit.
I will be back in Nepal at the end of August, and I am so much looking forward to be a part of the women
event.
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